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Our Services:
OUTSOURCED & CUSTOMIZED HR: 
Offering fractional, outsourced, 
and customized human resource 
programs. We can be your 
consulting partner for all stages 
of HR.

RECRUITING & PLACEMENT: 
HGHR is well-versed in the complex 
nuances of finding outstanding 
talent to help organizations build 
exceptional teams.

PAYROLL & HRIS: Our all-in-one 
payroll and HR management 
software will handle your 
employees’ life cycle and get them 
paid correctly and on-time.

TRAINING & COACHING: Created 
by leading-industry experts, we 
have designed courses, programs 
and one-on-one coching to help 
develop your team members.

OUTPLACEMENT & TRANSITION: 
Layoffs and reduction in force 
(RIF) events are stressful, but 
outplacement can help by offering 
career development and transition 
services to impacted employees.

MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS: 
HGHR provides experienced M&A 
consultancy that engages you 
throughout all stages of the life 
cycle to increase valuation and 
prepare you for a seamless exit.

HAPPYGNOMEHR

Offering OUTSOURCED & CUSTOMIZED Human Resource programs 
designed to structure & streamline your company.
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We KNOW the cannabis industry inside and out, and 
have been growing along with it since 2012.

We UNDERSTAND how to support both employees 
and employers. We know STARTUPS and how to 
empower them to succeed with the right resources.

We listen, we care, and we have a RESPONSIBILITY 
in the way the cannabis industry grows and thrives.

Our vast network in cannabis and adjacent industries 
is BOUNDLESS, from coast to coast, and across 
continents. We make strategic introductions and 
facilitate growth and scalability.

Because your business is unique, specialized, and 
diverse, everything we offer is CUSTOMIZED.

We’re DIVERSE. We bring a multitude of different 
backgrounds and perspectives to each situation your 
business encounters.

Our clients become our PARTNERS and our 
FAMILIES. This allows us to be responsive, attentive, 
and timely in delivering custom solutions.

We appreciate and understand the different phases 
of business GROWTH. Whether you’re starting out or 
considering selling or scaling, we’re here to help.

why HAPPY GNOME?

 Happy Gnome HR inspires the world of cannabis 
 & transformative businesses with our innovative 
 technologies, products & comprehensive human 
capital management services. We enrich people’s 
lives & contribute to the socialn & moral prosperity 
of the companies & the communities we serve.


